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MAPS PRESERVING COMMON ZEROS BETWEEN
SUBSPACES OF VECTOR-VALUED CONTINUOUS
FUNCTIONS
LUIS DUBARBIE
Abstract. For metric spaces X and Y , normed spaces E and F ,
and certain subspaces A(X,E) and A(Y, F ) of vector-valued con-
tinuous functions, we obtain a complete characterization of linear
and bijective maps T : A(X,E) → A(Y, F ) preserving common
zeros, that is, maps satisfying the property
(P) Z(f) ∩ Z(g) 6= ∅ ⇐⇒ Z(Tf) ∩ Z(Tg) 6= ∅
for any f, g ∈ A(X,E), where Z(f) = {x ∈ X : f(x) = 0}.
Moreover, we provide some examples of subspaces for which the
automatic continuity of linear bijections having the property (P)
is derived.
1. Introduction
In the recent paper [10], the authors deal with linear and bijective
maps T : A(X,E)→ A(Y, F ) such that
(Z) ∩ki=1 Z(fi) 6= ∅ ⇐⇒ ∩
k
i=1Z(Tfi) 6= ∅
for any k ∈ N and any sequence (fi)
k
i=1 in A(X,E). They obtain a gen-
eral description of vector space isomorphisms T : A(X,E) → A(Y, F )
satisfying (Z), where A(X,E) and A(Y, F ) denote certain subspaces of
C(X,E) and C(Y, F ), respectively, for completely regular spaces X and
Y , and Hausdorff topological vector spaces E and F . More precisely,
when X and Y are realcompact spaces, they prove that every vector
space isomorphism T : C(X,E) → C(Y, F ) having the property (Z)
can be written as a weighted composition operator and show that X
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and Y are homeomorphic and E and F are isomorphic. They also con-
sider such maps defined between spaces of vector-valued differentiable
functions and obtain an analogous result.
A related problem was studied in [3], where the authors consider, for
compact Hausdorff spaces X and Y , and a Banach lattice E, Riesz iso-
morphisms T : C(X,E) → C(Y,R) that preserve non-vanishing func-
tions. They showed that X and Y are homeomorphic and E and R are
Riesz isomorphic. Later, this result has been generalized for different
kinds of Banach lattices (see [11, 6, 7]). Finally, in [4], it was proved
that X and Y are homeomorphic and E and F are Riesz isomorphic
whenever T : C(X,E) → C(Y, F ) is a Riesz isomorphism preserving
non-vaninshing functions, X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces, and
E and F are arbitrary Banach lattices. Recently, the Lipschitz version
of this topic has been obtained in [9], providing a complete characteriza-
tion of vector lattice isomorphisms T : A(X,E) → A(Y, F ) preserving
non-vanishing functions, where X and Y are compact metric spaces, E
and F are Banach lattices, and A(X,E) and A(Y, F ) are vector sublat-
tices of Lip(X,E) and Lip(Y, F ), respectively, that separate and join
points uniformly.
In this paper, given X and Y metric spaces, E and F normed spaces,
and A(X,E) and A(Y, F ) certain subspaces of C(X,E) and C(Y, F ),
respectively, we deal with linear bijections T : A(X,E) → A(Y, F )
having the property (P). Concretely, we obtain a complete description
of such maps and prove the existence of a homeomorphism between
X and Y . Finally, we give some examples of subspaces of vector-
valued continuous functions for which the automatic continuity of maps
preserving common zeros is derived.
2. Preliminaries and definitions
Let X be a metric space and E be a K-normed space, where K stands
for the field of real or complex numbers. C(X,E) will denote the set
of all E-valued continuous functions defined on X . If E = K, we set
C(X) := C(X,E).
Given a function f : X → E, we define the zero set associated
to f as Z(f) := {x ∈ X : f(x) = 0} and the cozero set of f as
coz(f) := X \Z(f). The constant scalar-valued function defined on X
and taking the value 1 will be denoted by 1X . Given f ∈ C(X) and
g ∈ C(X,E), f · g stands for their pointwise product. Finally, if A is a
subset of X , then int(A) and cl(A) denote the interior and the closure
of A in X , respectively.
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From now on, X and Y will be metric spaces and E and F will be
K-normed spaces. Besides, we will consider vector subspaces A(X,E)
of C(X,E) (respectively A(Y, F ) ⊂ C(Y, F )) and subrings A(X) of
C(X) (respectively A(Y ) ⊂ C(Y )) satisfying the following properties:
(i) A(X,E) contains non-vanishing functions.
(ii) A(X,E) is an A(X)-module, that is, given f ∈ A(X) and
g ∈ A(X,E), then f · g ∈ A(X,E).
(iii) For each x0 ∈ X , there exists fx0 ∈ A(X,E) such that
Z(fx0) = {x0}.
(iv) A(X) is completely regular, that is, given a point x0 inX and a
closed subset C of X such that x0 /∈ C, there exists ϕ ∈ A(X)
satisfying ϕ(x0) = 1 and ϕ ≡ 0 on C.
Definition 2.1. A linear map T : A(X,E) → A(Y, F ) is said to pre-
serve common zeros if
Z(f) ∩ Z(g) 6= ∅ ⇐⇒ Z(Tf) ∩ Z(Tg) 6= ∅
for any f, g ∈ A(X,E).
Remark 2.2. It is easily seen that, given a linear and bijective map
T : A(X,E)→ A(Y, F ) preserving common zeros, then
Z(f) 6= ∅ ⇐⇒ Z(Tf) 6= ∅
for any f ∈ A(X,E).
As it has been pointed out in the previous section, Remark 2.2 shows
that maps preserving common zeros between subspaces of vector-valued
continuous functions are strongly related with maps preserving non-
vanishing functions.
Definition 2.3. A linear map T : A(X,E) → A(Y, F ) is said to be
separating if coz(Tf) ∩ coz(Tg) = ∅ whenever f, g ∈ A(X,E) satisfy
coz(f) ∩ coz(g) = ∅. Moreover, we will say that T is biseparating if it
is bijective and both T and T−1 are separating.
3. Maps preserving common zeros
In this section, we provide a complete description of bijective linear
maps preserving common zeros between subspaces of vector-valued con-
tinuous functions that satisfy the properties given above. Concretely,
the main result we obtain is the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let T : A(X,E) → A(Y, F ) be a linear and bijective
map that preserves common zeros. Then there exist a homeomorphism
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h : Y → X, K-normed subspaces Ey ⊂ E and Fy ⊂ F , and a map
Jy : Ey → Fy linear and bijective for each y ∈ Y , such that
Tf(y) = Jy(f(h(y)))
for all f ∈ A(X,E) and y ∈ Y .
The rest of the section is devoted to prove the previous result. From
now on, to simplify the notation, we assume that T is a bijective linear
map preserving common zeros from A(X,E) into A(Y, F ). Besides, ΦX
and ΦY will denote non-vanishing functions in A(X,E) and A(Y, F ),
respectively.
Proposition 3.2. Let f ∈ A(X,E) be such that Z(f) = {x0}. Then
there exists a unique y0 ∈ Y with y0 ∈ Z(Tf).
Proof. Obviously Z(Tf) 6= ∅ by Remark 2.2.
Suppose now that there exist distinct points y1, y2 ∈ Y such that
y1, y2 ∈ Z(Tf). As we are assuming that A(Y ) is completely reg-
ular, there exists ϕ ∈ A(Y ) such that ϕ(y1) = 1 and ϕ(y2) = 0.
Next, taking ΦY ∈ A(Y, F ), we define the functions g := ϕ · ΦY and
l := (1Y −ϕ) ·ΦY , which belong to A(Y, F ) since it is an A(Y )-module.
Immediately, Z(T−1g) 6= ∅ and Z(T−1l) 6= ∅ by Remark 2.2. Now, it is
clear that y2 belongs to Z(g) ∩ Z(Tf), and then Z(T
−1g) ∩ Z(f) 6= ∅.
Also, since Z(f) = {x0}, we deduce that x0 ∈ Z(T
−1g). Similarly,
Z(T−1l)∩Z(f) 6= ∅ because y1 ∈ Z(l)∩Z(Tf), and then x0 ∈ Z(T
−1l).
Therefore,
0 = T−1g(x0) + T
−1l(x0) = T
−1ΦY (x0),
and consequently Z(ΦY ) 6= ∅, which is absurd.
Finally, assume that there exists f1 ∈ A(X,E) not equal to f such
that Z(f1) = {x0}. Then, by above reasoning, Z(Tf1) contains a
unique point, and, since Z(Tf) ∩ Z(Tf1) 6= ∅, we can conclude that
Z(Tf1) = Z(Tf) = {y0}. 
Remark 3.3. The previous proposition lets us define a map k : X → Y
sending each point x ∈ X such that Z(f) = {x} for some f ∈ A(X,E)
to the point y ∈ Y satisfying Z(Tf) = {y}.
Lemma 3.4. Let f ∈ A(X,E) and x0 ∈ X be such that f(x0) = 0.
Then Tf(k(x0)) = 0.
Proof. Take fx0 ∈ A(X,E) such that Z(fx0) = {x0}. Then, clearly
Z(Tfx0) ∩ Z(Tf) 6= ∅. Now, by Proposition 3.2 and Remark 3.3,
Z(Tfx0) = {k(x0)}, and consequently k(x0) belongs to Z(Tf). 
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Remark 3.5. Since T is a bijective map that preserves common zeros,
we can consider the map T−1 : A(Y, F ) → A(X,E) which also pre-
serves common zeros. As a consequence, applying Proposition 3.2 and
Remark 3.3, we obtain a map h : Y → X associated to T−1 for which
we have the following result.
Lemma 3.6. Let g ∈ A(Y, F ) and y0 ∈ Y be such that g(y0) = 0.
Then T−1g(h(y0)) = 0.
Theorem 3.7. h : Y → X is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Firstly, we will see that h is a bijective map. It is enough to
prove that k ≡ h−1, and therefore, we check that (k ◦ h)(y) = y for all
y ∈ Y and (h ◦ k)(x) = x for all x ∈ X . Suppose, on the contrary, that
there exists y0 ∈ Y such that k(h(y0)) 6= y0. Now, since A(Y ) is com-
pletely regular, we can consider ϕ ∈ A(Y ) satisfying ϕ(k(h(y0))) = 1
and ϕ(y0) = 0, and define the function g := ϕ·ΦY ∈ A(Y, F ). It is clear
that g(y0) = 0 and, by Lemma 3.6, T
−1g(h(y0)) = 0. Applying Lemma
3.4, we conclude that [T (T−1g)](k(h(y0))) = 0, that is, g(k(h(y0))) = 0,
which is impossible by definition of g. The equality (h ◦ k)(x) = x for
all x ∈ X can be seen in a similar way.
Secondly, we will prove that h and k are continuous functions. Sup-
pose that h is not continuous. Then there exists a sequence (yn) in
Y converging to y0 ∈ Y such that (h(yn)) does not converge to h(y0).
Therefore, there exists an open neighborhood U of h(y0) such that
h(yn) /∈ U for infinitely many n ∈ N. Since we are assuming that A(X)
is completely regular, we can take ϕ ∈ A(X) such that ϕ(h(y0)) = 1
and ϕ ≡ 0 on X \U . Finally, we define f := ϕ ·ΦX ∈ A(X,E). For in-
finitely many n ∈ N, f(h(yn)) = 0. Next, taking into account Lemma
3.4, we obtain that Tf(k(h(yn))) = 0 for infinitely many n ∈ N, or
equivalently, Tf(yn) = 0. As a consequence, Tf(y0) = 0, and applying
Lemma 3.6, [T−1(Tf)](h(y0)) = 0, that is, f(h(y0)) = 0, in contradic-
tion with the definition of the function f . The fact that k is continuous
is proved similarly. 
Definition 3.8. For each y ∈ Y , we consider the K-normed subspaces
Ey := {f(h(y)) : f ∈ A(X,E)}
and
Fy := {g(y) : g ∈ A(Y, F )}
of E and F , respectively.
Remark 3.9. Since A(X,E) and A(Y, F ) contain non-vanishing func-
tions, for every y ∈ Y , Ey and Fy are non-trivial K-normed subspaces
of E and F , respectively.
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Definition 3.10. For each y ∈ Y , we define the map Jy : Ey → Fy as
Jy(e) := Tf(y) for all e ∈ Ey, where f ∈ A(X,E) satisfies f(h(y)) = e.
Remark 3.11. It is not difficult to check that Jy is well defined for
each y ∈ Y . Fix y0 ∈ Y and consider e ∈ Ey0 . If there exist distinct
functions f1 and f2 in A(X,E) with f1(h(y0)) = e = f2(h(y0)), apply-
ing Lemma 3.4 we deduce that T (f1 − f2)(y0) = 0, and consequently
Tf1(y0) = Tf2(y0), as we wanted to see.
Lemma 3.12. Jy is linear and bijective for all y ∈ Y .
Proof. Fix y0 ∈ Y . It is clear that Jy0 is linear. Next, we see that
Jy0 is injective. Let e ∈ Ey0 be such that Jy0(e) = 0. By definition,
Tf(y0) = 0 for some f ∈ A(X,E) such that f(h(y0)) = e. On the other
hand, by Lemma 3.6, [T−1(Tf)](h(y0)) = 0, which implies that e = 0.
Finally, we prove that Jy0 is an onto map. Fix f ∈ Fy0 . Therefore,
there exists g ∈ A(Y, F ) such that g(y0) = f. Besides, since T is onto,
g = Tf for some f ∈ A(X,E). Then, defining e := f(h(y0)), it is
obvious that e ∈ Ey0 and
Jy0(e) = Tf(y0) = g(y0) = f.
Since this can be done for every y ∈ Y , the lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assume that T is a linear and bijective map
that preserves common zeros. Then, for each f ∈ A(X,E) and y ∈ Y ,
clearly T has the desired representation by definition of Jy. Moreover,
the existence of a homeomorphism h between Y and X was proved in
Theorem 3.7, and finally, in Lemma 3.12 has been shown that each Jy
is linear and bijective. 
Remark 3.13. A simple example shows that the homeomorphism h
between Y and X obtained in Theorem 3.1 is somehow determined by
the subspaces Fy of F . Let X = {a, b, c}, Y = {1, 2, 3}, E = F = K
4,
A(X) = C(X) and A(Y ) = C(Y ). Now, consider three subspaces Ea,
Eb, and Ec of E with dim(Ea) = 1, dim(Eb) = 2, and dim(Ec) = 3,
and define
A(X,E) :=
{
f ∈ C(X,E) : f(a) ∈ Ea, f(b) ∈ Eb, f(c) ∈ Ec
}
.
Finally, for each i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, take F i ⊂ F such that dim(F i) = i and
define
A(Y, F ) :=
{
g ∈ C(Y, F ) : g(i) ∈ F i, i ∈ Y
}
.
Obviously A(X,E), A(Y, F ), A(X), and A(Y ) satisfy the properties
given in Section 2. Now, if we suppose that there exists a linear bijec-
tion preserving common zeros between A(X,E) and A(Y, F ), by Defi-
nition 3.8, Fi = {g(i) : g ∈ A(Y, F )} = F
i for i = 1, 2, 3. On the other
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hand, we have proved that, for each i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, there exists a linear
and bijective map Ji : Ei → Fi where Ei = {f(h(i)) : f ∈ A(X,E)},
so h(1) = a, h(2) = b, and h(3) = c.
However, in general, the homeomorphism h : Y → X is not unique.
Consider X = Y = N, E = F = K3, A(X) = C(X), A(Y ) = C(Y ),
and define
A(X,E) :=
{
f ∈ C(X,E) : f(2n− 1) ∈ E2n−1, f(2n) ∈ E2n, n ∈ N
}
where E2n−1 and E2n are subspaces of E with dim(E2n−1) = 1 and
dim(E2n) = 2, and
A(Y, F ) :=
{
g ∈ C(Y, F ) : g(2n− 1) ∈ F 2n−1, g(2n) ∈ F 2n, n ∈ N
}
for F 2n−1, F 2n ⊂ F with dim(F 2n−1) = 2 and dim(F 2n) = 1. Following
the previous reasoning, it is clear that h(2n−1) is an even number and
h(2n) is an odd number for each n ∈ N.
Corollary 3.14. Let T : A(X,E)→ A(Y, F ) be a linear and bijective
map preserving common zeros. Then T is biseparating.
Proof. To prove that T is biseparating, we will see that both T and
its inverse are separating. Let f, g ∈ A(X,E) be such that coz(Tf) ∩
coz(Tg) 6= ∅. Then there exists y0 ∈ Y satisfying Tf(y0) 6= 0 and
Tg(y0) 6= 0. By representation of T given in Theorem 3.1, it is obvious
that Jy0(f(h(y0))) 6= 0 and Jy0(g(h(y0))) 6= 0. Therefore, since Jy0 is
injective, h(y0) ∈ coz(f)∩ coz(g), which implies that T is a separating
map. Analogously it can be proved that T−1 is also separating. 
4. Applications I
This section is devoted to prove that every linear bijection that
preserves common zeros between spaces of vector-valued differentiable
functions defined on open subsets of Rp, p ∈ N, is automatically con-
tinuous. Firstly, we recall some basic facts about such spaces.
Let X be an open subset of Rp, p ∈ N, and let E be a K-Banach
space. Then Cn(X,E) consists of the space of E-valued functions de-
fined on X whose partial derivaties up to order n exist and are continu-
ous. Besides, when X is also bounded, Cn(X,E) denotes the subspace
of Cn(X,E) of functions whose partial derivaties up to order n can be
continuously extended to the boundary of X .
From now on, we will assume that we are in one of the following
contexts.
Context 1. X and Y will be open subsets of Rp and Rq, respec-
tively (p, q ∈ N), and E and F will be K-Banach spaces. A(X,E) =
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Cn(X,E), A(Y, F ) = Cm(Y, F ), A(X) = Cn(X), and A(Y ) = Cm(Y )
for any n,m ∈ N.
Context 2. X and Y will be bounded open subsets of Rp and
R
q, respectively (p, q ∈ N), with the property that int(cl(X)) = X
and int(cl(Y )) = Y . E and F will be K-Banach spaces. A(X,E) =
Cn(X,E), A(Y, F ) = Cm(Y , F ), A(X) = Cn(X), and A(Y ) = Cm(Y )
for any n,m ∈ N.
This means that when we refer to A(X,E), A(Y, F ), A(X), and
A(Y ), we suppose that all of them are included at the same time in
one of the previous contexts.
Since our purpose is to prove the automatic continuity of maps pre-
serving common zeros between spaces of differentiable functions, we
will endow such spaces with some natural topology.
Definition 4.1. A locally convex topology in A(X,E) is said to be
compatible with the pointwise convergence if the following conditions
are satisfied:
(i) A(X,E) endowed with such topology is a Banach space.
(ii) If (fn) is a sequence in A(X,E) converging to 0, then (fn(x))
converges to 0 for all x ∈ X .
It is not difficult to see that A(X,E) and A(X) satisfy the properties
given in Section 2 (analogously for A(Y, F ) and A(Y )). Therefore,
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.14 can be applied in the previous contexts.
Consequently, taking into account [1, Theorem 5.1], it is immediate to
deduce the following result.
Theorem 4.2. Let T : A(X,E) → A(Y, F ) be a linear and bijective
map preserving common zeros. If we assume that A(X,E) and A(Y, F )
are endowed with any topologies which are compatible with the pointwise
convergence, then T is continuous.
5. Applications II
Finally, we provide more examples of subspaces of vector-valued con-
tinuous functions to which the previous results can be applied. Besides,
we prove that, under some conditions, every bijective linear map pre-
serving common zeros between such subspaces is continuous.
As in the previous section, we will assume that we are in one of the
two following contexts.
Context 1. X and Y are bounded complete metric spaces, E and
F are K-Banach spaces, A(X,E) = Lip(X,E) denotes the space of
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all bounded E-valued Lipschitz functions on X , and A(X) = Lip(X)
(respectively A(Y, F ) = Lip(Y, F ) and A(Y ) = Lip(Y )) (see [12]).
Context 2. X and Y are compact subsets of the real line, E and
F are K-Banach spaces, A(X,E) = AC(X,E) stands for the space of
absolutely continuous functions defined on X and taking values in E,
and A(X) = AC(X) (respectively A(Y, F ) = AC(Y, F ) and A(Y ) =
AC(Y )) (see [8, Section 18]).
For the two previous contexts, it is easy to check that A(X,E),
A(Y, F ), A(X), and A(Y ) satisfy the properties given in Section 2. Fi-
nally, the continuity of linear and bijective maps that preserve common
zeros between such subspaces can be deduced.
Theorem 5.1. Let T : A(X,E) → A(Y, F ) be a bijective linear map
preserving common zeros. Then T is continuous if one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
(i) E and F has the same finite dimension.
(ii) Y has no isolated points.
Proof. Taking into account Corollary 3.14, it is clear that T is a bisepa-
rating map. Therefore, if we consider Context 1, the result is obtained
applying [2, Corollaries 5.11 and 5.12]. For the second context, by
Theorems 3.6 and 4.8 in [5], we conclude that T is continuous. 
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